State legislators from nine states have agreed to form an official coalition focused on accurately accounting for the cost of carbon pollution.

Carbon pricing leaders have been regularly convening for nearly two years at meetings coordinated by the National Caucus of Environmental Legislators, and the formalization is an effort to strengthen the regional momentum and advance progress at the state level. Coalition members recognize that each state proposal is tailored to local needs, and therefore the group is connected by shared principles rather than legislative detail beyond putting a price on carbon.

### Current Legislation in Each State

**Connecticut:**
- **HB5363** - A revenue neutral bill with carbon priced at $15 per ton increasing by $5 per ton annually.

**Maryland:**
- **HB939** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $15 per ton increasing by $5 per ton annually until 2025 where it would remain at $45.

**Massachusetts**
- **SB 1821** - A revenue neutral bill with carbon priced at $10 per ton.
- **H.1726** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $20 per ton with a rate increase of $5 per year until it reaches $40 per ton.
- **H.3473** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $15 per ton with a rate increase of $10 per year.

**New Hampshire**
- **HB1230** - Establishes a study commission on creating a price on carbon.

**New York**
- **S02846 & A00107** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $35 per ton with a rate increase of $15 per year until it reaches $185 per ton.
- **S04598 & A01919** - Establishes a study commission on creating a price on carbon.

**Oregon**
- **SB1507 & HB4001** - A cap and invest bill requiring reducing in greenhouse gas emissions of 20% of 1990 levels by 2025, 45% by 2035 and 80% by 2050.

**Rhode Island**
- **H5369 and S0365** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $15 per ton with a rate increase of $5 per year.

**Vermont**
- **S284** - The ESSEX Plan

**Washington**
- **SB6203** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $20 with an increase equal to inflation.
- **SB6096** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $15 per ton with a rate increase of $2.50 until it reaches $30 per ton.
- **SB5930** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $15 per ton with a rate increase of $2.50 until it reaches $30 per ton.
- **SB5509 & HB1646** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $15 per ton of CO2 with an increase equal to inflation.
- **SB6335** - A revenue positive bill with carbon priced at $15 per ton until 2024 when it will rise to $20 per ton.